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Abstract. Despite the importance of seamless connectivity in ubiquitous com-
puting, research for seamless connectivity has not been considered properly. To 
provide seamless connectivity, this paper proposes an application execution 
model for seamless services with an intelligent context-aware handoff scheme 
based on context information, such as user intentions and application require-
ments as well as issues of network layer. In this paper, we define several pro-
files reflecting various context informations and design basic modules organiz-
ing middleware architecture for seamless service management and efficient ver-
tical handoff (VHO) management. Consequently, the proposed seamless service 
management with context-aware handoff scheme provides service continuity in 
ubiquitous computing environment by preventing unnecessary handoffs, chang-
ing application service modes adaptively, and eventually maintaining optimal 
network configuration. And also simulation results show about 38% enhanced 
performance in the processing rate, about 13% enhanced performance from ser-
vice continuity, and about 29% enhanced performance in the processing time, 
compared with conventional schemes. 

1   Introduction 

Recently, ubiquitous computing is regarded as one of the most attractive research 
topics in computer science, and thus both academic and industrial sectors conduct 
research in many relevant areas. One of the major premises for ubiquitous computing 
is that all components should be connected to the network [1]. For this reason, seam-
less connectivity is an important research issue in ubiquitous computing. Also to 
provide seamless connectivity, a handoff management scheme between heterogene-
ous network interfaces, called VHO, considering different characteristics of each 
interface and various context informations is required. 

However, existing approaches only assume that all components are connected with 
networks seamlessly, and do not consider how seamless connectivity is provided. 
Also in the aspect of seamless service, existing research only focuses on adaptation of 
application itself or resource reservation to support quality of service (QoS). And 
they only consider one network interface and pay no attention to VHO between het-
erogeneous network interfaces. Thus, if current network interface does not satisfy a 
given condition, they cannot keep performing services. At the same time, in VHO 



schemes, existing handoff operation is only focused on safe and reliable handoff, and 
it only occurs based on network factors, such as signal strength and latency without 
considering any context information, e.g., user intentions.  

To provide seamless connectivity, this paper proposes an effective application exe-
cution model to provide seamless service by changing application service mode adap-
tively and proposes an intelligent context-aware handoff management scheme based 
on the profiles reflecting various context informations in ubiquitous computing envi-
ronment composed of heterogeneous network interfaces. We define our own profiles 
and then we design basic modules organizing a middleware architecture for seamless 
service management and efficient VHO management, especially an application agent 
that changes application’s service mode to control service quality for seamless service. 
Consequently, proposed seamless service management with context-aware handoff 
scheme considering user intentions as well as the issues of network layer provides 
service continuity in ubiquitous computing environment by preventing unnecessary 
handoffs, changing application service modes adaptively, and eventually maintaining 
optimal network configuration. And also simulation results show about 38% en-
hanced performance in the processing rate, about 13% enhanced performance from 
service continuity, and about 29% enhanced performance in the processing time, 
compared with conventional schemes. 

The remaining part of this paper consists of four parts. In Section 2, related work is 
introduced. In Section 3, proposed schemes, middleware architecture, and algorithms, 
are presented. Section 4 shows evaluation result and, lastly, conclusions are presented 
in Section 5. 

2   Related Work 

In this section, precious research about ubiquitous computing, handoff schemes 
and seamless service will be described. 

Pervasive computing infrastructure, GAIA, allows applications to specify different 
behaviors in different contexts by gathering of context information from different 
sensors, delivering appropriate context information to the applications and providing 
a powerful context model that allows complex reasoning to be done on contexts [2]. 
An architectural framework, AURA, allows user mobility and adapts computing 
environments proactively to a given situation by using models of tasks consisted of 
inferred service information and user information [3]. Context Toolkit [4] presents 
conceptual model for context-aware applications and enables the construction of 
prototypes for context-aware applications. Another pervasive computing infrastruc-
ture that exploits Semantic Web technologies to support explicit representation, ex-
pressive querying, and flexible reasoning of contexts in smart spaces, Semantic Space, 
enables applications to run proactively [5]. But, these approaches are about tech-
niques for ubiquitous computing, like sensor abstraction, context reasoning, and so on, 
based on the assumption that seamless connectivity is guaranteed. They did not con-
sider any interaction mechanism between changing environment and network status 
[2] [3] [4] [5]. 



In [6], they propose an adaptive QoS design approach via resource reservation and 
rate adaptation to support multimedia over wireless cellular networks. In [7], they 
propose the optimization of the QoS offered by real-time multimedia adaptive appli-
cations through machine learning algorithms. These applications are able to adapt in 
real time their internal settings (i.e., video sizes, audio and video codecs, among oth-
ers) to the unpredictably changing capacity of the network and guarantee a good user-
perceived QoS even when the network conditions are constantly changing. But, these 
approaches only assume one network interface and only focus on resource reservation 
to support QoS. And they do not consider providing seamless connectivity through 
VHO by configuring applications [6] [7]. 

In [8], active application oriented (AAO) scheme performs VHO, based on applica-
tion requirements rather than the issues of network layer, so it provides more efficient 
VHO. In [9], they propose a context-based adaptive communication system for use in 
heterogeneous networks. By using context information, they provide flexible network 
and application control. But in [8] and [9], they assume that only one application runs 
on mobile terminal and it does not take into account context information like user 
intention. And also in [9], they do not consider service continuity by configuring 
application’s service quality. 

3   Context-aware Handoff Management  

In this section, we present a seamless service management with context-aware 
handoff scheme considering context information that can configure the optimal net-
work environment for providing seamless service and seamless connectivity. In Sec-
tion 3.1, middleware structure is explained for each module. In Section 3.2 and Sec-
tion 3.3, modules and major algorithms of VHO decision manager and application 
agent are explained. And Section 3.4, overall operation flow is presented. 

 

Fig. 1. Handoff management middleware architecture 



3.1 Middleware Architecture  

To support seamless service and seamless connectivity, optimal application and 
network configuration should be guaranteed. Thus, the proposed middleware archi-
tecture consists of application profile manager, user profile manager, context engine, 
application manager, application agent, and VHO decision manager shown in Fig. 1. 

Application profile manager manages application profiles reflecting some impor-
tant application requirements. Application profile consists of several service modes 
that represent different service quality and minimum required values for bandwidth, 
packet error rate (PER), and latency in each service mode as shown as in Table 1. 

Table 1. Example of application profile 

Application Name Service mode Bandwidth (kbps) PER (%) Latency(ms) 

1 (video-based) 192 5 8 

2 (audio based) 64 8 12 Navigation 

3 (text based) 16 10 15 

 
User profile manager is to manage user profiles reflecting any specific user infor-

mation and requirements. User profile is composed of using time, transferred data 
volume and priority in each work. Using time is the average time for a given work 
process completion in the previous work process and transferred data volume is the 
average amount of transferred data during the same process. Priority is the degree of 
preference for applications in each work. Example of user profile is shown as in Ta-
ble 2. 

Table 2. Example of user profile 

Application Name Work Using Time (s) Transferred Data Volume (Kbytes) Priority 

Navigation Navigation 1920 8192 1 

 
Context engine is an inference module based on application profile, user profile, 

and information from various sensors. In this paper, context engine is a simple rule-
based module, and generates work profile. Work is a group of applications in some 
given situations, and work profile is the information related to the applications. Ex-
ample of work profile is shown as in Table 3. 

Table 3. Example of work profile 

Work Name 

Navigation 

Applica-

tion Name 

Using 

Time 

(s) 

Transferred 

Data Volume 

(Kbytes) 

Prior-

ity 

Current 

Service 

mode 

Service Mode

Band-

width 

(kbps) 

PER 

(%) 

La-

tency 

(ms) 

1(video-base) 192 5 10 

2(audio-base) 64 8 12 
Naviga-

tion 
1920 8192 1 1 

3(text-base) 16 10 15 



Work profile manager manages work profile, requests application invocation or the 
change of service mode, and notifies application suspension to the application layer. 

 
Application manager generates abstract profile from the work profile. The abstract 

profile consists of bandwidth, packet error rate, latency, and work bandwidth. Band-
width is the sum of all application’s required bandwidths. Packet error rate and la-
tency are determined by all application’s requirements, which may be the minimum 
value among all application’s values. Work bandwidth represents a permitted band-
width based on user pattern and is used to prevent unnecessary handoff during VHO 
decision procedure. Its example is shown in Table 4. 

Work bandwidth is calculated as follows: 

 Workof Time Using
Volume Data dTransferre sn'applicatio all of sumbandwidthWork =  

 

Table 4. Example of abstract profile 

Work Name Bandwidth (kbps) PER (%) Latency (ms) Work bandwidth(kbps) 

Navigation 160 5 8 120 

3.2 VHO Decision Manager 

VHO decision manager decides whether it should perform any handoff and re-
quests the network layer to change any chosen network interface if necessary, based 
on the abstract profile and network information. In this paper, we assume that net-
work layer provides the information about other available network interfaces as well 
as current network interface through control channel. Detailed VHO decision algo-
rithm is described as in Fig. 2. 
 

check current network whether bandwidth, PER, latency of Abstract Profile are satisfied  
if satisfied all factors then 

stay in current network 
else 

check current network whether work bandwidth, PER, latency of Abstract Profile are satisfied 
if satisfied all factors then 

stay in current network 
else 

check available network whether bandwidth, PER, latency are satisfied 
if satisfied network exist then 

handoff to satisfied network 
else 

check available network whether work bandwidth, PER, latency are satisfied 
if satisfied network exist then 

handoff to satisfied network 
else 

handoff to nearest network to requirement 
request Application Agent for Service mode change 

 
Fig. 2. Pseudo code of VHO decision algorithm 



3.3 Application Agent 

Application agent changes service mode of any application to maintain service 
quality for seamless service. When VHO decision manager requests any service mode 
to be changed, application agent checks whether current network may satisfy work 
bandwidth or not. If current network is satisfied for work bandwidth, then enhance all 
application’s service quality and reactivate any suspended application if exists, and 
deliver this result to the context engine to update work profile. If current network 
does not satisfy work bandwidth, application agent temporally enhance all applica-
tion’s service quality and reactivate any suspended application if exists. Then applica-
tion agent changes application’s service mode based on each application’s priority 
specified in work profile in the order of lower priority. If current situation is not im-
proved by changing service mode, then the application agent suspends any applica-
tion in the order of lower priority and delivers this result to the context engine to 
update work profile. Detailed application’s service configuration procedure of appli-
cation agent is described as in Fig. 3. 
 

Start

Acquire abstracted profile

Acquire network information

Compare current network
with Work Bandwidth

[ reduce service quality or suspend app.]
Change application service mode

in the order of lower priority

satisfy

Compare current network
with Bandwidth

dissatisfy

dissatisfy

delivers changes of application service mode 
to context engine

satisfy

temporally enhance service quality
and reactivate suspended app. if exist

enhance service quality
and reactivate suspended app. if exist

  
Fig. 3. Flowchart of application configuration procedure 

3.4 Operation Flow 

The overall operation progress based on the proposed scheme is performed as in 
the following steps. In the first step, context engine gathers user/application profile to 
generate its work profile and delivers it to the work profile manager. In the second 
step, work profile manager requests an application invocation to the application layer 



and delivers its work profile to the application manager. In this step, work profile 
manager requests to changes current service mode with suspension of any application 
to the application layer and notifies this result to user. In the third step, application 
manager generates abstract profile based on work profile and delivers it to the VHO 
decision manager. In the fourth step, VHO decision manager decides whether it 
should perform handoff and requests VHO to the network layer. And then applica-
tion’s service mode is changed by the application agent if necessary based on algo-
rithm described in Section 3.2. In the fifth step, application agent checks current ap-
plication service mode and network interface information, and decides next service 
mode to change or any application suspension when VHO decision manager requests. 
Then the resulting status of any application is delivered to the context engine. And go 
to the first step for regenerating its associated work profile based on result of the fifth 
step. 

4   Evaluation 

In this section, we present simulation results to compare the proposed scheme with 
some other VHO schemes, conventional VHO scheme that only concerns network 
issues, and AAO (Active Application Oriented) scheme that concerns network issues 
and applications requirements. 

4.1 Simulation Model 

Simulation is performed with three network interfaces, seven applications, and four 
work groups. The three network interfaces are WWAN, DMB, and Wibro, and net-
work factors about each interface are based on [10] [11] [12]. While simulation is 
proceeded, network factors of these network interfaces, bandwidth, PER, and latency, 
are randomly changed based on each interface's characteristics and the list of avail-
able network interfaces are randomly changed too. And theoretical specification of 
each network interface is shown as in Table 5. Seven applications are chosen as navi-
gation service, broadcasting service, data transmission service, Instant Messaging 
Service (IMS), online game service, explorer service, and music service. Also four 
work groups are shown as in Table 6. In every simulation, applications for each work 
group have different using times and transferred data volumes, which are randomly 
generated. 

 

Table 5. Example of network interfaces 

Network Interface Bandwidth PER (%) Latency (ms) Coverage (Km) 

WWAN 144 Kbps 3.5 30 1 ~ 10 

Wibro 1 Mb 1.5 20 1 

DMB 15 Mb 2.5 10 5 ~ 30 



Table 6. Example of simulation scenarios 

Work Groups Applications 

Entertainment Broadcasting Service, IMS, Explorer Service 

Online game Online Game Service, Explorer Service 

Business IMS, Data Transmission Service, Explorer Service 

Navigation Navigation Service, Music Service 

4.2 Simulation Result 

Through the simulation result, three kinds of data can be obtained, i.e., the number 
of VHOs, the number of application failures, and the throughput. And based on these 
three kinds of data, we evaluate our proposed scheme compared with conventional 
scheme and AAO schemes in terms of three aspects, i.e., processing rate, service 
continuity and processing time. 

Fig. 4 represents the processing rate, which is the percentage of overall throughput 
when ideal network environment exists. And according to the simulation result, the 
proposed scheme shows about 38% enhanced performance compared with conven-
tional scheme and AAO scheme. 
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Fig. 4. Processing rate                               Fig. 5. Service continuity of 

conventional scheme 
 

Fig. 5, 6, 7 represents the service continuity, which shows the amount of continu-
ous computation calculated based on VHO delay and application’s status reflecting 
any application suspension, namely application failure. In other words, service conti-
nuity represents how seamless service is maintained. And according to the simulation 
result, the proposed scheme in Fig. 7 shows about 13% enhanced performance com-
pared with conventional scheme in Fig. 5 and AAO scheme in Fig. 6. 
 



Service Continuity [AAO]
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Fig. 6. Service continuity of                             Fig. 7. Service continuity of 

AAO scheme                                                      proposed scheme 
 
Fig. 8 represents the processing time, which is the time required for processing any 

specific amount of task. In Fig. 8, processing time of work group-1 shows the time 
spent for processing 450Mb task, processing time of work group-2 is the time spent 
for processing 600Mb task, processing time of work group-3 is the time spent for 
processing 450Mb task, processing time of work group-4 is the time spent for proc-
essing 450Mb task. And according to the simulation result, the proposed scheme 
shows about 29% enhanced performance compared with conventional scheme and 
AAO schemes. 
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Fig. 8. Processing time 

 
  According to these simulation results, we can verify the effectiveness of proposed 
schemes, especially the algorithm of application agent. Application agent contributes 
about 70% of whole performance improvement by configuring service quality adap-
tively and by optimizing repercussion on VHO decision manager which reduces un-
necessary handoffs. 

5   Conclusion 

Seamless connectivity is an important research issue in ubiquitous computing. 
However, research for seamless connectivity has not been considered properly and 



existing approaches only assume that all components are connected with networks 
seamlessly or are only concerned about factors of network issues. The provision of 
seamless connectivity requires an intelligent handoff management which builds up 
the optimal network environment and an application execution model which guaran-
tees seamless service by configuring service quality of applications adaptively. 

In this paper, we propose a context-aware handoff management scheme for seam-
less connectivity and a seamless service management scheme for continuous service 
in ubiquitous computing environment, based on profiles reflecting various context 
informations, such as user intentions as well as the issues of network layer. Conse-
quently, the proposed schemes prevent unnecessary handoff operations, provide ser-
vice continuity, and eventually enable an optimal network configuration in ubiquitous 
computing environment. And also simulation results show about 38% enhanced per-
formance in the processing rate, about 13% enhanced performance from service con-
tinuity, and about 29% enhanced performance in the processing time, compared with 
conventional schemes. 
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